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Abstract

For building and deploying applications for modern cloud environment, developers utilize a container orchestration platform (Kubernetes). In this context, GitOps operates by using Git as a single source of truth for declarative infrastructure and applications configurations.

Deploying and managing application in Kubernetes requires to ensure integrity of workloads’ resource configurations. Integrity Shield [1] protects integrity of resource configurations of application by requiring that resource manifests of an application are digitally signed before deployed to cluster. However, to use such integrity protection in the context of GitOps, there exist two problems.

First challenge is that ArgoCD transforms the configuration in the Git repository before deploying to the cluster. In cluster, it is not possible to know how the deployed configuration was created using what source information, what resources should exist in the cluster at a given time – not traceable.

Even if the configuration in the Git repository has a signature, the deployed manifest from transformation by ArgoCD does not have a signature. Therefore it is not possible to verify signature of deployed configuration in cluster – not verifiable.

Therefore, we propose an approach that verifies signature of source materials, if the verification passed, auto generates new signature to the generated application manifest - so that admission of the resource manifest can be verified in a cluster and publish manifest build information as verifiable transparent records.
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